Durable furniture – with comfort and style
LECHUZA introduces a completely new range of products for residential and commercial use
geobra Brandstätter, a company from Middle Franconia, Germany, has made a name for itself in recent years among both
residential consumers and customers in the café, restaurant and hotel business with its functional, high-quality LECHUZA
planters. Now LECHUZA is expanding its successful range of products with attractive furniture made of high-grade
plastic – a new business segment that is sure to attract the attention those who love the outdoors and appreciate an
aesthetic living style as well as café and restaurant owners and hoteliers.

Attractive design – functional concept
The tasteful and stylish chairs and tables feature a charming and attractive wicker-like surface structure. They
are made of high-quality LECHUZA materials that are UV resistant, frostproof and very easy to clean, so users
will be able to enjoy their LECHUZA furniture for many years to come. Their durability also makes them ideal for
use in cafés, hotels and restaurants – or in classic living environments and cozy winter gardens.

LECHUZA furniture is the result of a cooperation between platinumdesign und geobra Inhouse Design

The chairs have a durable, air-permeable mesh seat and back that provides pleasant air circulation on hot days.
Their slightly flexible shell offers maximum comfort and they can be stacked multiple times to save space.
The matching rectangular or square table also utilizes the attractive mesh design but incorporates an opaque
lacquered tabletop made of safety glass. The adjustment screws integrated in the table legs provide stability
even on uneven ground.
LECHUZA Cottage series planters in the country house style perfectly complement the furniture with its white
and granite surface colors and mesh design. It’s nice to know you can sit back and enjoy your new favorite
place while the innovative LECHUZA sub-irrigation system takes care of your plants for you.
Quality made in Germany
Just like the planters, LECHUZA furniture is manufactured at a modern plant in Dietenhofen, Germany to
guarantee consistently high quality.

LECHUZA furniture at a glance


Stackable chairs with mesh design that lets air and rain through



Matching tables with safety glass tabletop and individually height-adjustable legs



Ideal for commercial as well as for domestic use – both indoors and outdoors



Durable and sturdy



UV resistant



Frostproof



Easy to clean



Tested safety



Made in Germany according to modern production standards



Careful and detailed workmanship using premium injection molded plastics



Recyclable



Excellent value



Available colors: granite and white



Dimensions (W x D x H): Small dining table: 90 × 90 × 75 cm (35 x 35 x 30 inch)
Large dining table: 160 × 90 × 75 cm (63 x 35 x 30 inch)
Chair: 58 × 57 × 84 cm (23 x 22 x 33 inch)
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